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Highlights: 

 

 Ni and Rh on La2O3–CeO2–ZrO2 low temperature CH4 steam reforming kinetics studied  

 Kinetic isotope effects during CH4 steam reforming and decomposition measured 

 C-H bond activation kinetically limiting over Ni and Rh with no steam participation 

 Microkinetic modelling identifies CH3* dehydrogenation as the rate determining step 

 Binding energies of key surface species help discriminate catalysts’ performance 

 

 

Abstract 

Low temperature steam reforming in combination with hydrogen selective membranes presents great 

potential of intensifying the classical industrial hydrogen production process via natural gas. This 

concept can lead to significant environmental and process benefits, such as reduced energy needs, 

milder material stability requirements and considerably simplified process layouts via e.g. avoiding the 

use of downstream WGS reactors. Ni and Rh based catalysts supported on La2O3-CeO2-ZrO2, already 

identified as active and stable at these conditions, are further investigated in the current work aiming 

at the elucidation of reaction kinetics. Temperature programmed experiments of methane conversion 

in steam reforming and decomposition modes in conjunction with isotopic investigations using CD4 

are carried out, showing that cleavage of a C-H bond participates in the rate determine step, whereas 

steam derived intermediates do not. A thermodynamically consistent microkinetic model considering 

a comprehensive set of surface pathways is also developed. The model describes correctly 

experimental trends, predicting surface CH3 dehydrogenation to be rate limiting. Estimated model 

parameters further help elucidate the different catalysts’ activities. The combined approach 

presented shows potential to accelerate catalyst and process design efforts for the promising low 

temperature steam reforming hydrogen production process. 

 

Keywords: methane steam reforming; microkinetic model; kinetic isotope effect; Nickel; Rhodium 
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1. Introduction 

Hydrogen presents significant potential as an energy carrier that can drive the implementation of 

efficient and environmentally benign energy systems. Industrial hydrogen production via natural gas 

steam reforming is accompanied, though, by significant COx emissions from the burner supplying heat 

to the endothermic reaction. Τhe need for intensification of the process has spurred the search for 

alternative concepts, with methane steam reforming (MSR) at a low temperature range of 400-550 ◦C 

being one such promising approach. The milder operating conditions lead to lower operation and 

materials costs, while the favorable temperature eliminates the need for separate water gas shift 

reactors. Thermodynamic limitations, resulting in low CH4 conversions and H2 yields, can be surpassed 

using selective membranes that remove hydrogen in situ. As a result, hydrogen is separated with high 

purity and at the same time the reforming reaction equilibrium is shifted to the product side [1,2]. 

The use of highly active and coke resistant catalysts at these low temperatures is a key factor to the 

success of such a system. Ni-based catalysts combine good activity and low cost [3,4], whereas noble 

metal ones, although typically of higher activity than Ni, are limited by their high cost [5]. The support 

type can also contribute to the properties of an ideal reforming catalyst [3]. Reducible supports such 

as CeO2 and CeO2–ZrO2 mixed oxides are good candidates for low temperature MSR due to their active 

role in the redox mechanism through the mobility of surface oxygen species [6–13]. Addition of La [14] 

can further improve the oxygen storage capacity of CeO2–ZrO2, enhancing both the coke resistance 

[15,16], and thermal stability of the catalyst [17].  

A series of Ni and Rh catalysts supported on lanthana and/or ceria modified zirconia were prepared 

and evaluated for their performance in low temperature steam reforming [18,19], showing high 

activity at the 400-550 oC region and close to equilibrium CH4 conversion at relatively short contact 

times. The notably stable behavior of both metals supported on lanthana doped ceria-zirconia during 

model biogas steam reforming at ambient pressure highlighted the importance of CeO2 in the support. 

The Ni-based catalyst, especially, performed remarkably at extended high pressure 90-h-stability tests 
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of model biogas steam reforming, showing minimal amount of carbon formation (0.05 wt%). The low 

coking tendency and resistance to sintering effects over both metals were ascribed to the active 

oxygen species provided by ceria and the thermal stabilization effect and low coking affinity of 

lanthana. TPO and TPH analysis of the carbonaceous deposits showed that the dominating type of 

carbon is highly reactive and can be easily removed by oxidation or hydrogenation at 500-550 ◦C. 

Analysis of these deposits at different reaction times showed a stable carbon amount with time on 

stream, implying that at least part of it is an active reaction intermediate.  

As recently reviewed [6], the kinetics of MSR have been the subject of numerous studies. Wei and 

Iglesia [20–25] concluded to a comprehensive mechanistic picture for CH4 activation in the presence 

or absence of any co-reactant (CO2, H2O) on Ni- and various noble metal-based catalysts. Identical 

forward CH4 reaction rates, rate constants, kinetic isotope effects, and activation energies were 

measured, with CH4 rates found to be limited solely by C–H bond activation and unaffected by the 

identity or concentration of co-reactants. Nørskov and coworkers [26], combining first-principles 

calculations and experimental investigations on pure transition metals, determined a CH4 dissociation 

and a CO formation step to be kinetically limiting, with the latter dominating at lower temperatures. 

Vlachos et al. have notably developed an elaborate microkinetic model, based on semi-empirical and 

first principle techniques [27,28], able to describe CH4 steam and dry reforming over Rh catalysts 

[29,30]. For both reactions, CH4 activation was found to be rate-determining [29], in agreement with 

Wei and Iglesia [21]. Deutschmann et al.  have presented a multi-step microkinetic model also 

describing both reforming reactions over Ni catalysts [31,32], however a sensitivity to oxidative 

dehydrogenation indicated the kinetic relevance of steam in MSR. Chen et al. [33,34] in their 

microkinetic model over Ni, interestingly, accounted also for filamentous carbon formation. Blaylock 

et al. initially developed a microkinetic model based on DFT-calculated Ni(111) thermochemical data 

[35] that was further extended via calculations on Ni(100) and Ni(211) surfaces to improve the 

description of data on multifaceted Ni catalysts [36]. The same approach for CH4 dry reforming was 

recently considered in the work of Fan et al. [37].  
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In the current work a combination of temperature-programmed experimental techniques, isotopic 

studies and comprehensive microkinetic modelling is presented, aiming at obtaining insight on the 

kinetics of low temperature MSR over the promising La2O3-CeO2-ZrO2 supported Ni and Rh catalysts.  

2. Procedures 

2.1. Experimental 

2.1.1. Catalyst preparation and characterization 

The catalysts were prepared via the wet impregnation method using Ni(NO3)2
.6H2O (Merck) and 

RhCl3.3H2O (Pressure Chemical) as active metal precursors  and lanthanum doped cerium - zirconium 

oxide (78 wt % ZrO2, 17 wt % CeO2, 5 wt % La2O3, Mel Chemicals) as catalyst support. In the following, 

the catalysts are referred to as M(x)CeZrLa, where M is the active metal and x the metal loading % wt. 

The surface area of the prepared materials was measured by N2 adsorption at 77 K, using the 

multipoint BET analysis method (Autosorb-1 Quantachrome). X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were 

obtained using a Siemens D500 diffractometer, with Cu Kα radiation. The reducibility of the catalysts 

and the metal dispersion were investigated through temperature programmed reduction and 

desorption respectively. Further details on the experimental equipment, catalytic testing procedures 

and elaborate characterization have been reported elsewhere [19]. 

2.1.2. Catalyst testing and mechanistic experiments 

The activity towards the conversion was tested at the temperature range of 400-550 oC at atmospheric 

pressure and methane partial pressure of 0.25-0.5 (H2O/CH4 ratio of 1-3). The data-set collected 

consisted of 54 experimental points. The laboratory unit is equipped with a mass flow-controlled 

system for gases admission, an UFLC pump (Shimadju) for the feeding of water to the reactor through 

a preheated line, a fixed bed quartz reactor, and an online gas chromatograph. Fresh catalyst powder 

was used in each test in order to avoid deactivation effects. In each test the GHSV was kept constant, 

while the temperature was decreased stepwise after equilibration of the system conditions [19].  The 
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absence of external and internal mass transport limitations during the catalytic tests was ensured 

through the evaluation of criteria proposed by Mears [38] and Weisz-Prater [39], respectively.  

In order to gain information on the main reaction pathways and explore the existence of Kinetic 

Isotope Effects (KIE), a series of temperature programmed experiments were performed in a gas flow 

system using a U-tube reactor. The catalyst sample (20 mg) was placed in the reactor and reduced for 

1 h at 550 oC in 20% H2/He. The temperature was then raised from ambient to 650 oC at a rate of 10 

oC/min under the reaction mixture (50 mL/min). Tests with deuterated methane (CortecNet, 99% 

atom enrichment) were also conducted over the Ni and Rh catalysts. For all runs the reactor exit was 

monitored online with a quadrupole mass analyzer (Omnistar) by following the m/z signals: He: 4, H2: 

2, D2: 4, CH4: 16, CD4: 20, CO: 28 and CO2: 44. Overlapping fragments contributions on various gas 

compounds were taken into account. In order to avoid reoxidation of the reduced catalyst by the 

steam, the reaction mixture was in by-pass mode until the temperature of 350 oC for Ni-based catalyst 

and 250 oC for Rh-based catalyst. In temperature programmed methane decomposition experiments, 

the reaction mixture was 1.7 % CH4 (or CD4) in He and Ar. For the steam reforming reaction, the 

reaction mixture consisted of 1.7 % CH4 (or CD4) and 5.1 % H2O (S/C=3) or 3.4 % H2O (S/C=2) using as 

dilution gas He and Ar. To ensure that CD4 concentrations measured are not affected by the formation 

of D2O, contributing also at m/z=20, CD4 consumption rates were also calculated using the CD signal 

at m/z=14 with the appropriate coefficient between masses at 20 and 14 accounted for. This ratio was 

calculated based on separate tests using a flow of pure CD4 to the mass analyzer. Identical 

consumption rates were measured suggesting that exchange side reactions with H2O and D species 

are not important under the experimental conditions applied. As above, standard criteria were applied 

to ensure measurements were conducted under explicit kinetic control and were unaffected by 

transport limitations, while multiple tests were carried out at the same conditions to verify the 

repeatability of results. 
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2.2. Modelling 

2.2.1. Model formulation and computation details 

The microkinetic model presented in this work has been developed with a FORTRAN-based (micro) 

kinetic modeling platform, the microkinetic engine (MKE), previously described in Metaxas et al. [40] 

and further used in Sprung et al. [41]. As experimental data have been collected under explicit kinetic 

control (see [19] and Section 2.1.2, a plug flow reactor model is used for the simulation of experiments. 

Furthermore, the pseudo-steady state approximation is made for the surface intermediates, 

accounting explicitly for the mass balance of the catalyst active sites. The DASPK 2.0 solver [42,43] is 

used for the solution of the above differential and algebraic equations system, while the Rosenbrock 

[44] and Levenberg–Marquardt [45,46] optimization methods are used for estimation of the model’s 

parameters, namely chemisorption enthalpies and sticking coefficients. The latter can account for the 

physical and chemical catalyst properties and are often referred to as catalyst descriptors [47]. 

The microkinetic model is thermodynamically consistent at both enthalpic and entropic level with 

surface reaction enthalpies and entropies being correlated to analogous gas-phase reactions. The 

entropies of surface species are calculated through the subtraction of the gaseous translational 

entropy from the equivalent gas species entropy, while surface species enthalpies are correlated to 

the equivalent gaseous ones through the respective species chemisorption enthalpies. Collision theory 

is used to calculate maximum values for adsorption pre-exponential factors, the latter corrected by a 

sticking coefficient. Adsorption steps are considered as non-activated, while activation energies of 

forward steps of all reactions among surface species are calculated using the UBI-QEP method [48,49]. 

The Supporting Information provides elaborate details on the kinetic model parametrization and the 

implementation of thermodynamic consistency. 

2.2.2. Surface reaction network description 

A previously developed microkinetic model, successfully applied to the evaluation of kinetic isotope 

effects observed over a Ni/NiAl2O4 catalyst [41], is substantially extended in this work. A 
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comprehensive set of 78 elementary reaction steps among 5 molecules and 13 surface species is 

considered, accounting elaborately for multiple surface reaction pathways for reactants activation and 

products formation (Table 1). The catalytic network describes methane activation on the catalyst 

surface through dissociative adsorption (R1-2). Formed CH3 species can further dehydrogenate up to 

the bare carbon atom through direct (R17-22) or oxidative pathways, the latter taking place either 

with O (R23-28) or OH (R29-34) species. CHx species can also couple with each other, as described 

in reactions (R35-40), which have been included in the model to investigate the importance of 

scrambling rates of such species [50]. The decomposition of carbon oxides has been accounted for in 

reactions (R57-68), while several steps involving the dissociation of CHO and the COOH species or 

their interaction with other surface species have been included in reactions (R41-56) and (R69-78), 

respectively. Water is assumed to adsorb molecularly (R3-4), followed by a stepwise dissociation to 

OH (R5-6) and O (R7-8) species, accompanied by H formation, with the former OH further possibly 

interacting with itself in R9-10. Carbon oxides are assumed to desorb molecularly (R13-16), while an 

associative desorption has been considered for hydrogen (R11-12).  

3. Results 

3.1. Catalyst characterization 

Since the characterization and activity evaluation of the catalysts have been reported in previous 

work, only basic characterization results of the catalysts are presented here. The specific surface area 

and the metal dispersion of the catalysts are shown in Table 2 and the diffraction patterns are shown 

in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information. The crystalline phase apparent in the support material is 

Zr0.84Ce0.16O2. No peaks corresponding to single crystalline phase La2O3 are observed implying that it is 

finely dispersed or in an amorphous state. In the diffraction pattern of the Ni-based catalyst, the 

characteristic peaks of the support are present and those of NiO as well, indicating successful 

impregnation of the metal on the support. In the diffractogram of the Rh-based catalyst, no peaks for 

Rh2O3 were detected, mostly due to its low content. The temperature of maximum reduction of each 
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catalyst as determined by temperature programmed reduction is also reported in Table 1. The 

reduction of both catalysts can be achieved at relatively mild conditions, important for the application 

of the low temperature steam reforming concept, with Tmax at 180 oC and 480 oC for the Rh-based and 

the Ni-based catalyst respectively. A reduction peak of low intensity was also observed to the profile 

of the bare support, which was ascribed to the partial reduction of ceria. 

3.2. Temperature programmed methane decomposition 

Methane decomposition is one of the first steps of the steam reforming mechanism and is of high 

importance since it has been reported to be kinetically relevant [20,29]. The distribution of gases 

during the temperature programmed methane decomposition over Ni(10)CeZrLa is presented in 

Figure 1a, while in Figure 1b a detail of the gas distribution close to the initiation temperature is 

shown. 

At the low temperature range, from ambient temperature to the temperature of 370 oC, the detected 

gas at the outlet of the reactor is only methane, as the decomposition reaction does not take place. 

Methane decomposition over Ni(10)CeZrLa starts at 370 oC, at which temperature a sharp 

consumption peak of methane is observed. The consumption of methane is accompanied by the 

production of CO2 followed by CO, H2O and H2 (Figure 1b). Catalytic methane decomposition reaction 

leads to the production of solid C and gaseous H2 as follows: 

       4 2CH   g C  s 2 H   g         (1) 

Since no oxidant is present in the gaseous phase, the evolution of oxygen-containing gases can only 

be realized by the participation of the lattice oxygen from the support. As a result, CO2 and H2O are 

probably produced via the following reaction: 

        4 2 2CH   g 4 O  s CO   g  2 H O  g         (2) 
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In the temperature range of 390-675 oC, the consumption of methane is accompanied by the 

production of H2 and CO. Hydrogen is produced via the decomposition of methane over Ni active sites 

(equation (1)) while CO can be formed either by the oxidation of solid carbon (equation (3)) and/or by 

direct partial oxidation of methane (equation (4)) in both cases with the participation of lattice oxygen 

originating from the support. 

  C (s) + O (s) ⟶ CO (g)      (3) 

  CH4 (g) + O (s) ⟶ CO (g) + 2 H2 (g)     (4) 

The reduction of CH4 consumption rate observed at the temperature range of 675-850 oC (Figure 1a) 

is due to the coverage of active sites by solid carbon (equation (1)) however part of methane is still 

converted probably due to thermal reactions. It should also be noted that in all the temperature range 

no evolution of C2H6 or C2H4 was observed, so no dehydration-coupling reactions take place. 

The Temperature Programmed methane decomposition reaction profile over Rh(1)CeZrLa is 

presented in Figure 2a, while in Figure 2b a detail of the profile at the initiation of the reaction is 

shown. Product distribution over Rh(1)CeZrLa is similar to that over Ni(10)CeZrLa with the main 

difference lying in the reference temperatures (Figure 1). The initiation of methane consumption is 

observed at 230 oC accompanied by the production of CO2 and H2O with the participation of lattice 

oxygen. At the temperature of 260 oC H2 is detected at the outlet of the reactor via the decomposition 

of methane as well as CO2 (peak at 400 oC) and CO with the participation of lattice oxygen, probably 

via the reaction of oxidation of solid carbon (equation (3)). At the temperature range of 675-850 οC 

decrease on the consumption of methane is observed due to the deactivation of the catalyst by the 

solid carbon accumulation, however part of methane is still consumed via thermal decomposition. 

The participation of lattice oxygen of the support during temperature programmed methane 

decomposition has been reported in literature [51,52], where the production of either CO2 or CO was 

attributed to (partial) oxidation of methane over ceria. The production of CO instead of CO2 has been 
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related to the availability and diffusion rate of lattice oxygen [52]. At the beginning of the reaction, 

surface lattice oxygen is participating to the production of CO2, while the production of CO has been 

related to the participation of lattice oxygen controlled by the diffusion of bulk lattice oxygen. It has 

also been found over Rh/CeαZr1-αO2 catalyst that the support provides actives sites for the activation 

of steam and that the surface reactions between carbon containing species and the lattice oxygen 

leading to the formation of CO and CO2 are rate limiting [53].  

In order to elucidate whether the formation of CO2 and CO in temperature programmed methane 

decomposition experiments takes place directly over active sites of the support or indirectly on the 

active sites of the metal, the same test was realized over the bare CeZrLa support. The conversion of 

methane during temperature programmed methane decomposition experiments over the two 

catalysts and the bare support are shown in Figure 3.  

It is clear that methane cannot be activated over the bare support since the only conversion observed 

is that of thermal decomposition of methane at temperature higher than 750 oC. Therefore, the 

activation of methane on the metal is required and direct (partial) oxidation of methane on the 

support can be excluded. The participation of lattice oxygen in the formation of CO2 and CO is probably 

induced by strong interactions of the metal with the ceria-containing support. It has been previously 

reported that strong metal-support interactions, cause Rh to lose its metallic character [54] and lead 

to the formation of Rh0/Rh+δ and Ce+4/Ce+3 redox couples [55]. Analogous findings are reported by 

Carrasco et al. [56] based on DFT calculations on Ni/CeO2(111) where SMSI cause partial oxidation of 

Ni by ceria which is partially reduced. As a result, active lattice oxygen is believed to be transferred 

from the support to the metal, where it reacts with carbon species and leads to the formation of CO2 

and CO. The notable difference in the reaction initiation temperatures over Ni and Rh based catalysts 

further supports the above conclusion, demonstrating the decisive role of the metal in methane 

activation. 
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3.3. KIE results - H2O effect 

Information on the mechanism and the steps that are kinetically relevant can be provided via the 

investigation on the kinetic isotope effect. The kinetic isotope effect is referred to the effect on the 

reaction rate due to isotopic replacement of one or more bonds of the reactant. More specifically, 

when isotopic exchange refers to the replacement of hydrogen with deuterium, the properties of the 

bond are significantly affected. For the cleavage of a C-D bond, higher energy is required with respect 

to that for the C-H bond [57]. As a result, if the consumption rate of the C-H containing reactant is 

experimentally found to be higher than that of the C-D-containing reactant (normal kinetic isotope 

effect ΚΙΕ=kH/kD>1), then the cleavage of a C-H bond is involved in the rate controlling step [58].  

The investigation of the kinetic isotope effect was realized through temperature programmed steam 

reforming and methane decomposition experiments using either CH4 or CD4 in the reaction mixture. 

The intrinsic consumption rate of CH4 and CD4 during temperature programmed steam reforming 

experiments over Ni(10)CeZrLa and Rh(1)CeZrLa with steam to methane ratio of 2 or 3 are presented 

in Figure 4. It is obvious that for both catalysts the consumption rate of CH4 is higher than that of CD4 

in the temperature range of interest (400-550 oC). Therefore it is clear that the steps that limit the 

overall reaction rate include the cleavage of a C-H bond. The calculated kinetic isotope effect at 500 

oC and S/C=3 is normal and equal to 1.4 and 1.5 for Ni and Rh respectively (Table 3). 

However, the fact that a C-H bond is activated within a kinetically important step does not necessarily 

mean that steam-derived intermediates are not also involved. In order to get more information on 

this aspect, temperature programmed steam reforming experiments at different S/C ratio were 

carried over Ni(10)CeZrLa (Figure 4a). It is observed that, the intrinsic consumption rate of methane 

(either CH4 or CD4) is not affected by the S/C ratio, thus a steam independent kinetically important 

step is evident. Furthermore, the role of steam derived intermediates in the kinetically important steps 

was investigated following the methodology of Wei and Iglesia [20]. In that work, the activation 

energies, the kinetic parameters and the kinetic isotope effects of steam and dry reforming at 600 oC 
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were found to be similar to methane decomposition reaction concluding that the rate determining 

step includes the activation of a C-H bond and that the co-reactant (steam or CO2) does not participate 

in the kinetically relevant steps. Accordingly, the results of the investigation of the kinetic isotope 

effect of the methane decomposition reaction over Ni(10)CeZrLa and Rh(1)CeZrLa are shown in Figure 

5a and b. 

In the temperature programmed test of methane decomposition reaction using CD4 instead of CH4 

(Figure 5b), the ignition temperature is observed at 470 oC in a sharp peak of methane consumption 

which is attributed to oxidation reactions with the participation of lattice oxygen as described in 

Section 3.2. The higher temperature this peak is observed is indicative of the higher energetic needs 

for the cleavage of the C-D versus the C-H bond. After the sharp peak of methane consumption, the 

intrinsic rate of CD4 is lower than that of CH4, indicating a normal kinetic isotope in methane 

decomposition reaction over Ni(10)CeZrLa. At the temperature of 500 oC the kinetic isotope effect was 

1.3, a value almost equal to the kinetic isotope effect determined for the steam reforming reaction 

(within experimental error). Similar results were obtained over Rh(1)CeZrLa catalyst as shown in Figure 

5b. For the determination of the kinetic isotope effect of methane decomposition, the temperature 

range of 400-450 oC is used, which corresponds to the period after the sharp peak of methane 

consumption due to oxidation reactions with the participation of lattice oxygen. The temperature of 

450 oC was used as reference temperature for the calculation of the kinetic isotope effect in order to 

avoid possible influence of deactivation of the catalyst due to solid carbon accumulation. It is stressed 

that one of the products of methane decomposition reaction is solid carbon, which may deactivate 

the catalyst at short time, especially when the metal loading is as low as in Rh(1)CeZrLa. At the 

temperature of 450 oC, the kinetic isotope effect was 1.6 (Table 3), almost as that of steam reforming 

reaction at the same temperature (within experimental error). It is, therefore, evident that the steps 

that are kinetically important over both Ni(10)CeZrLa and Rh(1)CeZrLa are the same for the two 

reactions and no steam-derived intermediates are expected to be involved. The possibility that oxygen 

diffusion from the bulk of the support to the surface affects the overall rate during decomposition 
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cannot be excluded, however it is the metal presence that clearly drives the dehydrogenation of 

methane forming CHx, further oxidized to COx by lattice oxygen. During steam reforming mode, surface 

oxygen is either available on the metal itself or is very quickly replenished by steam activation on the 

support and, as such, the potential rate control of oxygen transfer is negligible. Summarizing, the 

values of the kinetic isotope effect calculated for the steam reforming and the methane 

decomposition reaction over the two catalysts are presented in Table 3.  

There are very few studies of the kinetic isotope effect of steam reforming reaction at the low 

temperature range. The kinetic isotope effect calculated in this work are in agreement with the 

available literature. At 600 oC the kinetic isotope effect over a Ni/NiAl2O4 catalyst at S/C of 3.6 was 1.3 

[41,59], over a Ni/MgO was 1.66 [20] and over a Rh/Al2O3 catalyst was 1.54 [21]. For the reaction of 

dry reforming the kinetic isotope effect was found to be 1.45 over a Ni/Al2O3 catalyst at 600 oC [60], 

while for the reaction of methane decomposition at 500 οC in the presence of Ni/SiO2 the kinetic 

isotope effect was 1.45 [61]. The use of a reducible support in the current work could be responsible 

for electronic modifications of the metal, however the very similar KIE values measured over both 

metals and reaction modes and the good agreement with literature values, strongly suggests the 

dominating role of the metal. Further support is provided via modelling results presented below. 

3.4. Model Validation 

The above isotopic evidence from temperature programmed experiments are further probed through 

the microkinetic modelling results discussed in the following sections, aiming at the elucidation of the 

kinetic relevance of surface steps and their participation in the major reaction pathways. The current 

microkinetic model is fully defined on the basis of 17 parameters, 12 heats of chemisorption and 5 

sticking coefficients, with all kinetic parameters being correlated to these variables. For the simulation 

of the experiments presented in Angeli et al. [19] a separate set of model parameters for Ni(10)CeZrLa 

and Rh(1)CeZrLa was estimated via regression. Initial guesses for heats of chemisorption were selected 

based on reported values for Ni(111) and Rh(111) [48], while a value of 1 was chosen to initialise the 
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sticking coefficients for both catalysts. The estimated values for the model parameters for both 

catalysts are presented in Table 5 and will be discussed in detail in Section 3.8, while in this section 

the discussion focuses mainly on the description of the experimental results by the model.  

In Figure 6 parity diagrams are provided for all gas-phase species, where the overall satisfactory 

agreement in the entire range of experimental conditions between the model predicted and 

experimental results can be seen for both catalysts. The description of the outlet molar fraction of CH4 

and H2O is particularly good, indicating that the main activation and conversion pathways of the 

primary reactants are described properly by the developed model. CO appears to be the component 

with, comparatively, the most noticeable deviations, a fact that can be associated with the lower order 

of magnitude of its molar fraction and the associated experimental measurement uncertainty at this 

range. CO2 and H2, being the main, quantitatively, steam reforming products at the low investigated 

experimental temperatures, display similar qualitative trends. Besides a slightly wider scatter for CO2 

and H2 over the Rh catalyst, no particular qualitative differences can be identified in the simulation of 

the two catalysts, indicating that the model was able to capture properly the trends of the 

experimental data for both materials.  

Figure 7 shows the effect of temperature, H2O/C ratio and GHSV at selected conditions on the 

conversion of CH4 and H2O, as well as on the selectivity towards CO and CO2 for the two catalysts 

evaluated. As seen in this figure, all experimental trends are reproduced well by the microkinetic 

model using the parameters reported in Table 5 for both catalysts. As expected, an increase in 

temperature (panels (a) and (b)) leads to a rise in both reactants conversion and a drop in CO2 

selectivity. The latter is logically accompanied by a respective increase in the selectivity of CO, an effect 

that is observed to be more pronounced over the Ni catalyst. This behaviour is accurately described 

by the model, indicating that the two catalysts are successfully discriminated in the current results 

and that the surface pathways leading to products formation have been properly described. The inlet 

H2O/C ratio positively affects the CH4 conversion and the CO2 selectivity, while the inverse holds for 
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H2O conversion and the CO selectivity, as seen in panels (c) and (d) of Figure 7. Again, the experimental 

trends are reproduced correctly in the modelling results, suggesting that the activation processes of 

both reactants have been accurately captured. Moreover, considering the experimentally observed 

kinetic irrelevance of steam during isotopic studies (see 3.3), the current simulation results further 

suggest that thermodynamic effects are appropriately considered in the model. Finally, in panels (e) 

and (f) the effect of space velocity is depicted. Qualitatively, trends simulation is adequate, however 

the model appears to underestimate the strength of this parameter’s effect on the conversion of CH4, 

especially on Rh. This could be an indication that, for example, some of the assumptions made during 

the development of the model in relation to the mobility of the surface species require some 

refinement or further tuning. Nonetheless, the overall good agreement of the model results with the 

experimental ones for both catalysts, as shown in the discussion of this section, provides confidence 

on further using the model to evaluate the kinetic importance of reaction steps and investigating 

whether model predictions are in agreement with the temperature programmed isotopic results 

presented above. 

3.5. Kinetic relevance of reaction steps 

In order to elucidate the kinetic relevance of surface elementary steps, a sensitivity analysis (SA) was 

conducted with respective results being presented below. The pre-exponential factors of each 

reaction pair (forward-backward) were perturbed by a small fraction of their base value and the effect 

on reactants conversion and products selectivity was quantified by means of calculating first-order 

normalised sensitivity coefficients. Figure 8 presents the sensitivity analysis results for CH4 conversion 

for both materials studied at three different temperatures. Only the most relevant reactions in terms 

of kinetic relevance, as identified in existing literature, are shown. Namely, methane adsorption and 

the subsequent dehydrogenation and oxidative dehydrogenation steps, have typically been 

considered as rate determining [35,62], along with steps leading to the formation of C-O and OC-O 

bonds [62]. The latter have been found to take place via oxidation reactions of either the bare carbon 

atom C [26,36] or a CHx [35,36] intermediate. Moreover, temperature has been discussed to 
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potentially have a major impact of the nature of the rate determining step  [26,36], and, specifically, 

the importance of pathways based on the formyl intermediate at low temperatures has been 

highlighted [36]. As seen in Figure 8, most important reaction step identified via the sensitivity analysis 

is the dehydrogenation of CH3 (R17). This holds for both the Ni and the Rh catalyst across the 

temperature range evaluated, with the sensitivity of the reaction increasing with rising temperature. 

All other steps are clearly not kinetically relevant at these conditions based on this analysis. The same 

holds also for the rest of the steps considered in the kinetic model given in Table 1 that are not 

displayed in this figure. As discussed in Section 3.3, the CH4/CD4 temperature programmed steam 

reforming experiments demonstrated a normal kinetic isotope effect for the Ni and Rh catalysts, 

suggesting that a C-H bond cleavage would be expected to participate in the rate-determining step in 

both cases. Moreover, given the observed lack of an effect of the partial pressure of steam on the 

conversion of CH4 or CD4 in the same experiments over the Ni catalyst and the overall consistent KIE 

value calculated over Ni and Rh during steam reforming and decomposition reaction modes, it was 

concluded that steam-derived intermediates are not participating in the kinetically relevant step(s). 

The SA results agree very well with these experimental observations, since step R17 fulfils all these 

requirements and is clearly the most sensitive reaction. Similar simulation results have been reported 

for the case of Rh catalysts by Maestri et al.  [29] and, as already commented, are in line with reported 

experimental evidence over both Ni [20] and Rh [21] catalysts. 

Furthermore, given the above experimental evidence on the nature of the rate determining step, the 

activation energies calculated through UBI-QEP along the CHx dehydrogenation pathway have also 

been considered (Figure 9), since the respective steps would all satisfy the stipulated characteristics. 

Steps CH3 +   CH2 + H (R17) and CH2 +   CH + H (R19) are revealed to have equally high 

activation energies for the Ni catalyst, while for the Rh catalyst it is step CH2 +   CH + H that 

appears to have the highest activation energy. If the CHx dehydrogenation pathway belongs to the 

main reaction pathway, meaning that CO and CO2 formation stem from C oxidation, these results 
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would imply a kinetic relevance of CH2 dehydrogenation. However, the latter fact is not evidenced 

from the SA results presented above. Additionally, the model predicts step R19 to be closer to 

equilibrium compared to R17, as indicated through an evaluation of the partial equilibrium ratio of 

these reaction pairs (Table 4). The latter parameter is defined as the ratio of the forward to the sum 

of forward and backward rate, 𝑟𝑖
𝑓

(𝑟𝑖
𝑓

+ 𝑟𝑖
𝑏)⁄ , and describes whether the reaction is in partial 

equilibrium or if proceeds in the forward or reverse direction [29]. As seen in this table, the adsorption 

of CH4 and the dehydrogenation of CH are consistently at equilibrium, while CH3 and CH2 

dehydrogenations are always shifted in the forward direction, with the effect being more pronounced 

for the former species. The relative approach to equilibrium of these two steps, in combination with 

the SA and experimental results, again draws step R17 as the most kinetically relevant step both for 

Ni and Rh. The latter aspect will be further clarified in the following section, where the steps 

comprising the main reaction pathways are discussed. Finally, it bears attention that, as will also be 

elaborated below, Figure 9 provides a first indication of the more favourable energetics of the steam 

reforming reaction over Rh in comparison to Ni, a fact that is in further agreement with available 

literature. 

3.6. Reaction pathway analysis 

A differential contribution analysis at the outlet of the catalyst bed is conducted to elucidate the 

importance of the various reaction pathways. Results for the considered catalyst materials are 

summarized in Figure 10, accounting for the net formation rates of all involved gas-phase molecules 

and surface species. The complexity of the reaction pathways for both metals is clear, however a 

common preferred pathway can be identified. The discussion below reports quantitative results 

primarily based on the Ni catalyst, however the dominant pathways qualitatively are the same on Rh 

with only variable differences at relative contributions of the involved reactions. 

According to the predictions of the model, CH4 adsorbs dissociatively on the catalyst via reaction R1, 

giving rise to CH3 surface species. The analysis reveals all gas phase molecules, including methane as 
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seen also in Table 4, to be in equilibrium with their adsorbed state. CH3 species further 

dehydrogenate towards CH2, as discussed in Section 3.5, via reaction R17 that is found to be the 

primary pathway for this conversion with a contribution higher than 99.9% at these conditions. 

Formed CH2 species, reacting with O according to step R55, are almost exclusively converted to 

CHO, which the current model reveals to be a key surface intermediate in the overall reaction 

pathway. In the study of Blaylock et al. [36] CHO was also identified as important for the formation 

of CO, especially over the Ni(211) facet, although in that work it was primarily produced via the 

oxidation of CH rather than CH2. In the current work, more than 99.9% of the CH2 species reacts 

via step R55 to form CHO over Ni(10)CeZrLa, while over Rh(1)CeZrLa this step is also dominant 

accounting for 85.3% of CH2 conversion. On the Rh catalyst, a small percentage of CH2 (8.5%) is also 

predicted to dehydrogenate towards CH, which, as will further be discussed in Section 3.8, can be 

associated with the relatively stronger binding of CH estimated for this catalyst in comparison to Ni 

(see Table 5). Following its formation, CHO dissociates primarily via reaction R43 (96%), leading to 

the formation of CO and H species, while minor contributions are calculated also from dissociation 

reaction R41 towards CH and O. CO is predicted to follow multiple pathways. Its reaction with 

H2O and OH, according to steps R73 and R70 at contributions of roughly 8 and 5% respectively, leads 

to the formation of COOH, while through step R64, CO further reacts at a small degree (3%) with 

OH producing CO2.  Nonetheless, CO disproportionation (reaction R61) is found to have a 

substantial role towards the productions of CO2 and C, being responsible for the conversion of 

approximately 80% of CO. Finally, to a lesser extent CO obviously desorbs giving rise to gas phase 

CO. Through its dissociation via reaction R71, COOH is a primary species in the CO2 production 

pathway, the latter desorbing almost exclusively in the gas phase for CO2 production. Apart from the 

already commented reactions R64, R61 and R71, minor contributions to the production of CO2 are 

also predicted by the model through CHO oxidation according to reaction R45.  
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The remaining carbon containing species considered in the model are revealed to be of secondary 

importance to the main production pathways, nonetheless they participate in a variety of reactions at 

varying levels contributing to the production or consumption of the main surface intermediates. CH 

is mainly formed through the dehydrogenation of CH2 (directly or with OH according to steps R19 

and R31) and almost exclusively decomposes towards C via reaction R21. R19, hence, is not part of 

the dominant reaction pathway, explaining the lack of sensitivity to the reaction identified above. The 

main pathway for C generation is not through R21, though, but via the disproportionation of CO. C 

on the catalyst surface gets actually consumed solely towards CO through its oxidation by OH 

according to reaction R60.  

As far as non-carbon containing surface intermediates are concerned, model predictions show that 

steam following its molecular adsorption, gives rise to H2O species that predominantly decompose 

towards OH and H following reaction R5 (67%), with the aforementioned reaction R73 accounting 

for the remaining of its consumption rate. Interestingly, apart from the various OH involving 

reactions discussed above, it is the recombination of hydroxyl surface species (reaction R9) that 

accounts for its consumption to a large extent (55%), with O actually being formed mainly through 

this reaction. The key reaction step R55 discussed above leading to CHO formation from CH2 is the 

major O consuming step. Finally, formed H species associatively desorb for the production of 

gaseous hydrogen. 

In summary, the reaction pathway analysis results presented above further provide support and are 

in agreement with the kinetic isotope effects observed during the temperature programmed 

experiments. Along the dominant reaction pathway identified, besides the quasi-equilibrated 

adsorption of CH4, it is only the dehydrogenation reaction of CH3 (R17) where a C-H bond cleavage is 

involved and no steam derived intermediates are participating. 
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3.7. Model parameters sensitivity 

A sensitivity analysis was also conducted to identify the importance of the microkinetic model 

parameters. Relevant results are presented in Figure 11, where normalised sensitivity coefficients are 

given for the molar fractions of CH4, CO, CO2 and H2 under a perturbation of the model’s parameters 

equal to 1%. The chemisorption heat of CH3 is revealed to have a significant positive effect on the 

conversion of CH4 and, equivalently, to the production of CO, CO2 and H2.  Within the UBI-QEP 

framework an increase in the chemisorption heat of a compound leads actually to higher activation 

energies for steps involving the latter as a reactant. Indeed, UBI-QEP (see equation (7) in Supporting 

Information) predicts for a stronger binding of CH3 a rise of the forward activation energy of key step 

R17 and a drop in the respective activation energy of the reverse step, both proportional to the 

perturbation imposed during SA. This would be expected to affect negatively the conversion of CH4, 

however the stronger binding of CH3 influences also the partial surface coverage of CH3, effectively 

increasing it. The latter also directly influences the rate of reaction R17, thus, leading to an overall 

enhancement of the dominant reaction pathway. 

As seen in Figure 11, the chemisorption heat of CH2 is identified as the most sensitive among all model 

parameters, with the parameter having a clearly positive effect on reactants consumption and 

products formation. As has been discussed in literature [63], also in relation to CH4 reforming [20,21], 

in dissociation reactions the stronger binding of products leads to a stabilization of the respective 

transition state. The latter translates in a reduction of the relevant activation barrier, as is also 

evidenced from and discussed above for the UBI-QEP calculated activation energies. In the case of 

QCH2 its identified importance is clearly in line with the suggested primary kinetic relevance of reaction 

step R17 and is responsible for the observed CH4 conversion enhancement. A similar positive effect is 

observed through the SA for the chemisorption heat of H that can be attributed to an equivalent 

activation barrier reduction for step R17. It would be expected that the stronger binding of H hinders 

H2 desorption, however model predictions suggest that the acceleration of the rate determining step 

overcompensates for this. 
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A strong negative influence of QC is also identified by the SA that can be correlated to the high surface 

coverage of C predicted by the model. In Figure 12 surface coverage predictions for the two 

investigated materials at the varying temperature and H2O/C ratio are presented. Clearly the catalyst 

surface is predominantly occupied by C across the studied conditions with the rest of the species 

possessing much lower coverages. This can be attributed to the strong binding of C with the catalyst 

surface, as indicated by the model predicted chemisorption heat QC that is roughly 760 kJ/mol for both 

materials. C in the model is a reactive species so this effect is not associated with coke formation 

directly, however an even stronger binding with the surface is equivalent to an increasing difficulty to 

react this species off leading to a saturation of the catalyst active sites and a negative influence on 

reactants conversion. On the other hand, as has also been discussed in literature [20], a high surface 

coverage in C is in line with a progressively faster and easier H-abstractions from CH4 to C. This 

cascade process results in overall low CHx∗ coverages and C being the most abundant carbon-

containing surface species as is clearly the case from Figure 12. These carbon species on the catalyst 

under steam reforming conditions maintain a high, yet equilibrated, concentration, since they can be 

reacted off with OH giving rise to CO, as discussed in the reaction pathway analysis section above. 

The experimentally observed high resistance to coke formation, under extensive TOS tests of over 90h 

under simulated biogas feed at high pressure [19], further support these findings. For the 

Ni(10)CeZrLa, for example, carbon deposits as low as 0.05 wt% were measured after this test, 

corresponding to ca.  0.01  10-3 % of the inlet carbon during this period. As mentioned above and as 

also reported elaborately in literature [64,65], a distinction needs to be made between “active” and 

“inactive” carbon, as the former is a reactive species participating in the reaction pathways, namely 

of CO production. Considering the high coverage of carbon-containing species predicted by our model 

and specifically of C, it can be calculated that about 50% of the experimentally measured carbon is 

actually “active”, suggesting that the “inactive” coke deposits are remarkably low. 
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It should further be noted that the OH species responsible for carbon removal can potentially also 

originate from the support, if steam can be activated there, as has been observed for example on 

Ni/ZrO2 [66] or Pt/γ-Al2O3 [67] catalysts. Similarly, lattice oxygen from the support can potentially also 

contribute to carbon removal and CO oxidation [64,65,68]. The omission of support effects has, 

indeed, been discussed in previous studies in relation to the modelling of ethanol [69] and ethylene 

glycol [70] steam reforming, as a possible reason behind the reduced predictability of respective 

CO/CO2 selectivities. The relatively poorer description of CO outlet concentration by our model, 

discussed above, could be also due to this. However, given that no KIE was observed for steam (Section 

3.3), it can be assumed that these processes are not kinetically relevant at these conditions and take 

place faster that the activation of CH4 via step R17. As such, the current model, even though it does 

not consider steam activation on the support but only on the metal, is correctly describing the 

experimental results. Under decomposition conditions though, as seen during the temperature 

programmed experiments (Section 3.2), these carbon species can only be oxidised by oxygen derived 

from either the surface or the bulk of the support, leading eventually to the experimentally observed 

performance degradation due to coke formation and oxygen depletion. 

Finally, the only other model parameter that is found to have a noticeable negative sensitivity is the 

sticking coefficient of H2. Unlike chemisorption heat QH that was found to enhance activity, this 

parameter, affecting the coverage of H, but not the energetics of the kinetically relevant surface step 

R17, leads to a reduction of the conversion of CH4. 

3.8. Catalysts performance evaluation versus model parameters 

Table 5 shows the final estimated values for the parameters of the microkinetic model presented in 

Table 1 together with the respective 95% confidence intervals. Following initial model development 

stages and after consideration of preliminary sensitivity analyses conducted (in line with Figure 11 

results) non-sensitive parameters were fixed at their estimated values to allow the refinement and 

more precise estimation of the more sensitive parameters. Confidence intervals shown in Table 5 are 
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sufficiently narrow for the latter for both metals warranting low standard errors. The maximum 

absolute value in the correlation coefficient matrix occurs between QH2O and QH and is equal to -0.92 

for the case of Ni. Some degree of negative correlation is hence observed between these two 

parameters, a fact relatively consistent with the close link of the coverages of H2O and H. For Rh no 

significant correlation between the parameters of the model occurs. Values close to unity for the 

squared multiple correlation coefficient were obtained (𝑅𝑁𝑖
2 = 0.975 and 𝑅𝑅ℎ

2 = 0.954) and high F-

values (606.18 and 371.48 for Ni and Rh respectively) for the global significance of the regression 

(tabulated value = 3.01), ensure the model’s good performance. 

All estimated model parameters are within physically realistic limits and the respective values agree 

in general well with theoretical and experimentally reported (Table 5). As far as the most sensitive are 

concerned, for CH3 typical adsorption energies for Ni(111) and Rh(111) found in literature are slightly 

lower (by roughly 15 kJ/mol) to the presently estimated of about 207 kJ/mol.  Nonetheless, a value of 

213 kJ/mol, very close to the current estimate, has been reported, based on experimentally adjusted 

DFT calculations, for the Ni(211) surface [36], the latter being employed to model under-coordinated 

step edge sites. Additionally, for Rh(111) a value of 212 kJ/mol was calculated by Walter et al. [71], 

again through DFT, for a partial coverage of CH3 equal to 0.33. In the case of CH2, again the 

experimentally adjusted DFT values reported by Blaylock et al. [36] (374 and 387 kJ/mol for Ni(111) 

and Ni(211) respectively) are in good agreement with current estimates of 372 kJ/mol for 

Ni(10)CeZrLa. Similar values of approximately 363 and 387 kJ/mol were calculated by Li at al. [72] over 

Ni(100) and Zhu at al. [73] over Ni(111), respectively, the former surface employed by the authors 

again to model higher reactivity sites of low coordination. CH2 adsorption energies on Rh(111) are in 

general larger than those over Ni(111) where available. For example, a value of about 420 kJ/mol has 

been calculated in the work of Bunnik et al. [74], while an even larger adsorption energy of 457 kJ/mol 

was reported by Mhadeshwar et al. [28]. Current results agree qualitatively with this trend, where 

QCH2 was estimated to be larger by 20 kJ/mol on Rh(1)CeZrLa in comparison to Ni(10)CeZrLa, although 

the value of about 390 kJ/mol is relatively lower to the literature ones. Nonetheless, in the work of 
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Yang et al. [75] the reported value of 393 kJ/mol is in very good agreement with the present work. For 

the adsorption energy of H, a very good agreement of the estimated values of 255 kJ/mol in this work 

for both Ni(10)CeZrLa and Rh(1)CeZrLa can be identified with literature, where studies have typically 

been reporting energies ranging from 250 to 270 kJ/mol for both metals (see for example the 

references above). Finally, the adsorption energy of C on both catalysts at about 760 kJ/mol is slightly 

overestimated in comparison to reported ones, nonetheless relatively close to values obtained at 

specific cases, such as low coordination sites. Again on a Ni(100) surface, adsorption energies equal to 

700 and 726 kJ/mol were calculated by Li at al. [72] and Blaylock et al. [36], while an experimentally 

reported value of 715 kJ/mol was reported by Isett et al. [76] for the same facet. On the other hand 

for Rh, in the work of Bunnik et al. [74] a value of 705 kJ/mol was reported for Rh(111), whereas for 

the same surface adsorption energies as high as 775, 813 and 825.0 kJ/mol were calculated by Zhang 

et al. [77], van Grootel et al. [78] and Wang et al. [79] respectively. Based on the overall satisfactory 

agreement described above, there is confidence that also the values of the calculated activation 

energies through the UBI-QEP framework lie within physically realistic limits and represent the surface 

energetics reasonably.  

There is a trend identified in the estimated chemisorption heats, wherein most of those of CHx∗ 

species are larger for Rh in comparison to Ni suggesting a stronger binding for all these intermediates. 

This is especially true for the values of the kinetically important QCH2, which, as discussed, suggests a 

decrease in the energy needed for the formation of the relevant transition state of step R17. The 

findings of the model in this regard are in line with the overall consistent agreement in literature of 

the experimentally observed [20,21,80–82] and theoretically predicted [26] higher activity of Rh 

compared to Ni. The latter is evident in the UBI-QEP calculated activation barriers of step R17 that are 

lower by roughly 8 kJ/mol for Rh in comparison to Ni (𝐸𝑋,𝑅ℎ
𝑓

 = 80.86 kJ/mol, while 𝐸𝑋,𝑁𝑖
𝑓

= 88.23 kJ/mol). 

At the same time the reverse step of CH3∗ via hydrogenation of CH2∗ (R18) is also affected (𝐸𝑋,𝑅ℎ
𝑏  = 

55.81 kJ/mol, while 𝐸𝑋,𝑁𝑖
𝑓

= 43.57 kJ/mol), resulting in an overall considerably more endothermic 
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reaction over Ni versus Rh (𝛥𝐻𝑅17−18,𝑁𝑖 = 44.66 kJ/mol, while 𝛥𝐻𝑅17−18,𝑅ℎ = 25.05 kJ/mol). Moreover, 

as has been discussed in literature e.g. for methane reforming [83] and oxidative coupling [84], such 

findings can facilitate catalyst design by providing guidelines for desired features. Binding energies at 

actual catalysts can be tuned for example by the addition of dopants, so that they are at an optimal 

range for achieving desired performance or even avoiding carbon deactivation [83]. Summarising, it is 

noted that, through the parameterisation on the basis of heats of chemisorption, the model 

implemented has been proven to be applicable over both Ni and Rh, successfully describing 

experimental data and mechanistic trends and correctly discriminating between the two metals. 

4. Conclusions 

In the current work a comprehensive approach was followed in order to study the kinetics of low 

temperature steam reforming over nickel and rhodium catalysts supported on lanthana-doped ceria-

zirconia mixed oxides. Temperature programmed experiments in combination with isotopic studies 

revealed that over both metals C-H bond activation is the kinetically controlling step in methane 

conversion, while steam was shown not to be affecting this rate. An elaborate microkinetic model was 

also developed to elucidate the reactants activation and conversion surface pathways. Simulation 

results agreed well with the experimental findings, identifying the dehydrogenation of the methyl 

surface species to be the rate-determining step on both metals. Moreover, model predictions were 

able to successfully discriminate the two metals, suggesting the higher activity of Rh over Ni on 

account of more stabilised key surface intermediates, in agreement with prevailing literature. The 

combined methodology presented in the current work shows potential as a tool to accelerate current 

catalyst development efforts for the low temperature steam reforming process. Further extensions 

are planned to explicitly account for support effects on H2O activation, while validation over simulated 

biogas steam reforming experiments are planned. Ultimately, application of the model for the optimal 

design of a low temperature membrane steam reformer under realistic conditions is targeted. 
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Figure 1. (a) Profile of Temperature Programmed Methane Decomposition Reaction over 
Ni(10)CeZrLa (b) Detail close to ignition temperature (highlighted area). Reaction gas composition: 
1.7 % CH4/He. 
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Figure 2. (a) Profile of Temperature Programmed Methane Decomposition Reaction over 
Rh(1)CeZrLa (b) Detail close to ignition temperature (highlighted area). Reaction gas composition: 
1.7 % CH4/He. 
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Figure 3. Methane conversion during temperature programmed methane decomposition over the 
catalysts and the support. Reaction gas composition: 1.7 % CH4/He. 
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Figure 4. Intrinsic consumption rate of CH4 and CD4 during temperature programmed steam 
reforming over (a) Ni(10)CeZrLa and (b) Rh(1)CeZrLa. Conditions: 1.7 % CH4 (CD4) and 3.4 % H2O 
(S/C=2) or 5.1 % Η2Ο (S/C=3) on He. 
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Figure 5. Intrinsic consumption rate of CH4 and CD4 during temperature programmed methane 
decomposition over (a) Ni(10)CeZrLa and (b) Rh(1)CeZrLa. Conditions: 1.7 % CH4 (CD4) on He. 
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Figure 6. Parity diagrams for all gaseous components over the Ni(10)CeZrLa and Rh(1)CeZrLa 
catalysts. Experimental conditions are summarised in Section 2.1.2 and discussed in [19], while 
modelling results have been obtained with the parameters’ values shown in Table 5. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of model predicted conversions and selectivities over Ni(10)CeZrLa and 
Rh(1)CeZrLa (lines) with experimental results (symbols). Operating conditions are indicated on the 
respective panels, while modelling results have been obtained with the parameters’ values shown 
in Table 5. 
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Figure 8. Sensitivity analysis of pre-exponential factors of most relevant reactions considered in the 
microkinetic model shown in Table 1 for (a) Ni(10)CeZrLa and (b) Rh(1)CeZrLa at different reaction 
temperatures. Base values for pre-exponential factors are calculated as described in the Supporting 
Information. Operating conditions: GHSV=7×104 h-1, H2O/C=3 
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Figure 9. Energetics of the CHx dehydrogenation pathway for Ni(10)CeZrLa and Rh(1)CeZrLa as 
calculated via the UBI-QEP method using the model parameters’ values shown in Table 5. 
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Figure 10. Contribution analysis for (a) Ni(10)CeZrLa and (b) Rh(1)CeZrLa at the end of the catalyst 
bed. Net production rates of carbon containing species are considered to calculate conversion 
percentages towards other compounds. Colour mapping and line thickness are used to indicate a 
higher conversion percentage, with blue representing the lowest considered value (0.0%) and red 
the highest value for conversion (100%). Operating conditions: GHSV=7×104 h-1, T=450oC, H2O/C=3. 
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Figure 11. Model parameters sensitivity analysis for (a) CH4, (b) H2, (c) CO and (d) CO2 outlet 
fractions at different temperatures for Ni(10)CeZrLa and Rh(1)CeZrLa catalysts. Base values for the 
parameters are shown in Table 5. Operating conditions: GHSV=7×104 h-1, H2O/C=3. 
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Figure 12. Surface coverage for Ni(10)CeZrLa and Rh(1)CeZrLa catalysts at different temperatures 
and H2O/C ratios. Operating conditions: GHSV=7×104 h-1. 
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Table 1. Microkinetic model for CH4 steam reforming. Activation energies calculated via the UBI-QEP 
method using the model parameters’ values shown in Table 5. Reported Ea values are for a surface 
coverage of θ*=1. 

No. Reaction Ea (kJ/mol)  No. Reaction Ea (kJ/mol) 

  Ni Rh   Ni Rh 

R1 CH4 + 2*  CH3* + H* 0.00 0.00 R41 CHO* + *  CH* + O* 134.61 125.92 

R2 CH3* + H*   CH4 + 2* 15.38 15.87 R42 CH* + O*  CHO* + * 111.25 123.92 

R3 H2O + *  H2O*  0.00 0.00 R43 CHO* + *  CO* + H* 0.00 0.00 

R4 H2O*  H2O + * 57.79 59.11 R44 CO* + H*  CHO* + * 99.34 103.12 

R5 H2O* + *  OH* + H* 90.70 91.93 R45 CHO* + O*  CO
2
* + H* 0.00 0.00 

R6 OH* + H*  H2O* + * 36.58 34.97 R46 CO
2
* + H*  CHO* + O* 83.65 85.81 

R7 OH* + *  H* + O* 71.16 70.07 R47 CHO* + O*  CO* + OH* 2.03 1.53 

R8 H* + O*  OH* + * 92.14 93.39 R48 CO* + OH*  CHO* + O* 80.39 81.33 

R9 OH* + OH*  H2O* + O* 0.00 0.00 R49 CHO* + CH
2
*  CO* + CH

3
* 0.00 0.00 

R10 H2O* + O*  OH* + OH* 75.10 80.28 R50 CO* + CH
3
*  CHO* + CH

2
* 144.00 128.17 

R11 H2 + 2*  H* + H* 0.00 0.00 R51 CHO* + CH*  CO* + CH
2
* 0.00 0.00 

R12 H* + H*  H2 + 2* 68.96 69.54 R52 CO* + CH
2
*  CHO* + CH* 110.22 114.19 

R13 CO + *  CO* 0.00 0.00 R53 CO
2
* + CH*  CO* + CHO* 18.98 28.98 

R14 CO*  CO + * 122.04 123.44 R54 CO* + CHO*  CO
2
* + CH* 58.04 48.30 

R15 CO2 + *  CO2* 0.00 0.00 R55 CH
2
* + O*  CHO* + H*  15.35 18.50 

R16 CO2*  CO2 + * 24.67 24.68 R56 CHO* + H*  CH
2
* + O* 27.84 9.44 

R17 CH3* + *  CH2* + H* 88.23 80.86 R57 CO* + *  C* + O*  136.05 137.82 

R18 CH2* + H*  CH3* + * 43.57 55.81 R58 C* + O*  CO* + *  148.32 146.27 

R19 CH2* + *  CH* + H* 91.94 93.07 R59 CO* + H*  C* + OH*  99.60 102.09 

R20 CH* + H*  CH2* + * 81.06 82.00 R60 C* + OH*  CO* + H* 90.89 87.22 

R21 CH* + *  C* + H* 28.12 38.82 R61 CO* + CO*  C* + CO
2
* 13.65 16.38 

R22 C* + H*  CH* + * 163.10 152.40 R62 C* + CO
2
*  CO* + CO* 10.24 7.52 

R23 CH3* + O*  CH2* + OH* 108.29 100.88 R63 CO
2
* + H*  CO* + OH* 43.86 44.44 

R24 CH2* + OH*  CH3* + O* 42.65 52.51 R64 CO* + OH*  CO
2
* + H* 38.57 38.43 

R25 CH2* + O*  CH* + OH* 102.13 103.93 R65 CO* + H*  CH* + O* 184.28 177.48 

R26 CH* + OH*  CH2* + O* 70.27 69.53 R66 CH* + O*  CO* + H* 61.58 72.36 

R27 CH* + O*  C* + OH* 38.25 49.53 R67 CO
2
* + *  CO* + O* 40.24 39.86 

R28 C* + OH*  CH* + O* 152.25 139.78 R68 CO* + O*  CO
2
* + * 55.93 57.17 

R29 CH3* + OH*  CH2* + H2O* 95.56 91.93 R69 COOH* + *  CO* + OH* 34.32 36.48 

R30 CH2* + H2O*  CH3* + OH* 105.02 123.84 R70 CO* + OH* COOH* + * 48.11 46.39 

R31 CH2* + OH*  CH* + H2O* 53.85 53.75 R71 COOH* + *  CO
2
* + H* 1.70 3.29 

R32 CH* + H2O*  CH2* + OH*  97.09 99.64 R72 CO
2
* + H*  COOH* + * 20.79 19.21 

R33 CH* + OH*  C* + H2O* 0.00 1.46 R73 CO* + H
2
O*  COOH* + H* 97.10 66.87 

R34 C* + H2O*  CH* + OH* 189.10 172.00 R74 COOH* + H*  CO* + H
2
O* 29.19 0.00 

R35 CH* + CH*  CH2* + C* 52.13 66.92 R75 CO
2
* + OH*  COOH* + O* 79.63 77.61 

R36 CH2* + C*  CH* + CH* 197.99 191.56 R76 COOH* + O*  CO
2
* + OH* 81.53 85.01 

R37 CH2* + CH*  C* + CH3* 0.00 12.15 R77 CO
2
* + H

2
O*  COOH* + OH* 99.59 99.64 

R38 C* + CH3*  CH2* + CH* 179.64 150.78 R78 COOH* + OH*  CO
2
* + H

2
O* 26.38 26.76 
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R39 CH2* + CH2*  CH3* + CH* 57.87 68.54     

R40 CH3* + CH*  CH2* + CH2* 91.65 82.52     

Table 2. Characteristic properties of the catalysts and the supports. 

Sample 
Metal loading 
wt%) 

Specific surface 
area (m2/g) 

Dispersion 
(%) 

Metal surface 
area (m2

M/gcat) 
Tmax red. (oC) 

Ni(10)CeZrLa Ni-10% 37 1.2 0.80 480 

Rh(1)CeZrLa Rh-1% 42 19.0 0.85 180 

CeZrLa support - 62 - - 340 
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Table 3. Kinetic Isotope Effect over Ni(10)CeZrLa and Rh(1)CeZrLa. 

Catalyst 
Temperature 

(oC) 

Steam 
reforming 
(S/C=2) 

Steam 
reforming 
(S/C=3) 

CH4 
decomposition 

Ni(10)CeZrLa 500 1.5 1.4 1.3 

Rh(1)CeZrLa 450 - 1.5 1.6 
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Table 4. Partial equilibrium approach of CHx dehydrogenation reaction steps. Operating conditions: 
GHSV=7×104 h-1, H2O/C=3. 

Temperature 

(oC) 

Ni(10)CeZrLa Rh(1)CeZrLa 

R1-2 R17-18 R19-20 R21-22 R1-2 R17-18 R19-20 R21-22 

550 0.50 0.86 0.77 0.50 0.50 0.72 0.62 0.51 

500 0.50 0.90 0.83 0.50 0.50 0.78 0.66 0.51 

450 0.50 0.93 0.88 0.51 0.50 0.85 0.72 0.51 

400 0.50 0.95 0.94 0.51 0.50 0.70 0.60 0.51 
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Table 5. Estimated model parameters and 95% confidence intervals for Ni(10)CeZrLa and 
Rh(1)CeZrLa catalysts. 

Parameter Ni(10)CeZrLa Rh(1)CeZrLa 

Q
H2O

 (kJ/mol) 57.87  0.37 59.15  0.55 

Q
CO

 (kJ/mol) 122.04 123.44 

Q
CO2

 (kJ/mol) 24.67 24.68 

Q
CH3

 (kJ/mol) 207.10  1.53 207.40  3.72 

Q
CH2

 (kJ/mol) 372.24  1.93 391.73  3.72 

Q
CH

 (kJ/mol) 537.03 556.07 

Q
C
 (kJ/mol) 763.05  0.95 761.30  1.88 

Q
CHO

 (kJ/mol) 208.78 206.69 

Q
OH

 (kJ/mol) 253.91 252.10 

Q
O
 (kJ/mol) 453.45 453.68 

Q
H
 (kJ/mol) 255.82  1.63 255.51  4.25 

Q
COOH

 (kJ/mol) 250.01 253.47 

S
CH4

 (-) 1.00 1.00 

S
H2O

 (-) 1.00 1.00 

S
CO

 (-) 1.57  0.01  10
-3

 2.62  0.03  10
-3

 

S
CO2

 (-) 1.00 1.00 

S
H2

 (-) 1.83  0.03  10
-3

 3.02  0.04  10
-3

 

 


